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of the Parthenon. But this is not the case, and the statue of 

that artist who so excelled in the drapery of his figures, is 

most deficient in this particular. 
Pr?dier's statues have the same characteristics as his 

statuettes'?they are equally graceful and possess as little lofti 

ness of conception ; they are only to be distinguished by their 

dimensions. "Phryne" and "Poetry," which many artists 

consider his most successful pieces, only require reducing to 

be in perfect harmony with his collection of little casts. It 

may be questioned if the figures of "Tragedy" and 
" 

Comedy," 
which adorn the Moliere fountain in Paris, have the dignity 
of monumental style, or the elevation of sentiment which the 

genius of the great man demands ; they scarcely offer symbolic 

images of his drama, in which so much reason is blended with 

so much wit,?in which laughter veils so many secret 

sorrows. 

In 1842, a group by Pradier, representing the Marriage of 

. the Virgin, was placed in the Church of the Madeleine, in 

Paris, but the capacities of the artist were not suited to a 

subject of so serious a nature. 

Besides the works of which we have here spoken, Pradier 

executed a multitude of others, which, if collected, Mould form 

quite a gallery of mythology. Among these would be 

remarked the " 
Wounded Nymph," which is in the Palais 

Royal ; a" Venus of the Shell ;" the "Venus of the Butter 

fly," whi^h adorns the Luxembourg; the "Three Graces," 

"Psyche," 
" 

Chloris," "Nyssia," "Spring," the "Satyr and 

the Nymph," 
" 

Anacrcon and Love," "Love and Venus," 
and three " 

Sapphos ;" an engraving from the most recent of 

which, and his last production, is now before the reader. His 

statuettes and other pieces are too numerous to be here 

specified. 
In the Great Exhibition of 18?1 Pradier obtained a council 

medal for his exquisite marble statue of " 
Phryne," which 

excited the admiration of all visitors,?the only other council 

medal being given to Professor Kiss for his " Amazon and 

Tiger ; 
" 

Baron Marochetti for his 
" Richard C ur de Lion ; 

" 

and the late Richard Wyatt, Esq., for his admirable statue of 
" 

Glycera." 
On Friday, the oth of June, 1852, as Pradier was walking 

at Bongival, surrounded by friends and pupils, he fell down 

in a state of insensibility. All attempts to revive him were 

unavading : an apoplectic fit suddenly terminated his life. 

THUNDER AND LIGHTNING. 

Thunder has long been suspected, rightly or wrongfully, of 

all sorts of mischief, which has furnished innumerable little 

paragraphs to the newspapers, much relished by non-scientific 

readers. But in the foilowing narrative, reud by M. Biot 

before the Academy of Sciences, and published by M. Leon 

Foucault, lightning is seen in the act of uncovering a pa?ser-by, 
of rummaging in his pockets, of deranging his watch, and 

taking his purse, while leaving him his life. The fire of 

heaven would be a very dangerous footpad to encounter, if it 

should take to repeating such rascally proceedings, for all 

was done in an instant, a flash, the millionth of a second, and 

in a way which defies the vigilance of the detective police. 
" About eleven o'clock in the evening^f Monday, the 17th. 

of May," says M. de H., 
" I was returning home by the Rue 

Saint-Guillaume, the Ruede la Chaise, and the Ruede Varennes, 
when a very loud thunderclap made me quicken my pace in ex 

pectation of a very )u avy shower very soon. I had scarcely gone 

twenty paces when a second thunderclap resounded almost at 

the same time that the lightning flashed. L <rge drops of rain 

began to fall : I was not more than two or three hundred st< ps 
from home, and I began to run. Suddenly I found myself 

enveloped in an ef Fulgen ce so powerful that I fell a keen pain 
in my eyes. A:frightful thunderclap pealed instantaneously, 
and my hat flew ten yards from me, although there was not a 

breath of wind. The pain in my eyes was so violent, and my 

icar'of blindness so cruel, that all n.y attention was turned to 

it; so much so, that I cannot say that I felt anything else than 

trie electric shock,-properly so called, which was not indeed 

in itself very violent. The last thunderclap was followed by' 
a torrent" of rain. The water which fell upon my head dissi 

pated very quickly the giddiness and dimness which had 

lasted about seven or eight seconds, and my joy was so great 
in seeing that I saw quite well, that I cleared very quickly 
and very joyously the distance which still remained to be run 

over to reach home. 
" 

When going to bed I took out my watch, and then per 
ceived the tracks of the electric fluid across the left pocket of 

my waistcoat. In the bottom of the pocket was a hole through 
which I could pass two fingers, of which the sides appeared to 

be at once burned and torn. The waistcoat was of cashmere, 
the lining of glazed-cotton, and the second inside lining of 

cloth. As I ran to reach home before the heavy shower, my 
watch-chain formed in front a free circuit jumping over my 
waistcoat ; the thunder was attracted there, probably by the 

middle, which was the lowest part of the curve, the part above 

being fixed to one of the button-holes of my waistcoat was not 

the least injured, whilst the swivel (porte-moitsqueton) which 

held the watch, had disappeared with the first two links of 

the lower part. The swivel was of silver like the whole chain, 
bat it was furnished inside with a small ferrule of steel, neces 

sary to give solidity to the screw. As for the chain it was 

solid, and made in the form of a curb. Here are the remainder 

of the effects which I experienced. 
" A broken gold ring, which united several gewgaws, was 

cut in five pieces. The steel watch-key, covered with gold 
leaf upon the cannon, was completely carried away, all except 
the gold-leaf, which remained intact. A little compass in 

silver had had its poL'S inter verted. As for the watch, it had 

no exterior sign of hiving been injured, not even the link 

whence the swivel of the chain had been torn. But although 
the time was only half-past eleven, the hands marked three 

quarters after four. Persuaded that the main spring or some 

other piece was broken, I left the watch upon the table, in 

tending to go to the watchmaker in the morning. But in the 

morning I was advised to wind up the watch, just to see how 

far it was damaged ; and I saw the hands move with a regular 

march, which never varied, as if the lightning at the same time 

that it displaced the hands had unwound the mainspring and 

conducted it rudely to the end of its course. 
" Near the wa'ch there was, on the day of the storm, a little 

iron medallion from Berlin, surrounded with gold, and a little 

gold key of a piece of furniture. These two objects disap 

peared completely, carried away, apparently, with the swivel 

through the hole made in the waistcoat-pocket. The chain, 
which had acted as conductor, did not retain any outward 

trace of the passage of the discharge. For myself, I felt, on 

the morrow, only an extreme lassitude, like that from unac 

customed and violent exercise, without any mark upon my 
clothes or upon my skin. 

"I ought to notice here a peculiarity of my dress, which 

may not have been without influence in the production of 

these effects. I have contracted in Spain the habit of wearing 

upon my shirt and under my waistcoat a band of red silk, 
which went four or five times round my body. Did not this 

band preserve me by determining the passage of the discharge 

by the surface of my clothes rather than by the interior of my 

body :" 

M. Biot read this statement before the Academy, and the 

objects injured were exhibited?the little silver compass and 

the empty golden envelope of the key. 

Certainly not upon evidence comparable with that which 

establishes the extraordinary narrative attested by MM. Biot 

and Leon Foucault, but on excellent and credible hearsay 

testimony, we think it right to record the following statement: 

?An American, who has the fact directly from an eye-witness, 
tells it us seriously. A stroke of lightning killed a man in a 

forest among the trees, and on his neck, on his white skin, 
there was distinctly and unmistakably seen a pictufe,;with 
all their natural colours, of the trees through which the flash 

had reached him. It was just a photograph, with" the natural 

colours. Mr. Talbot, the inventor of the Calotype, has 

produced a paper so sensitive, that, when he placed a column 
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of the Times upon the rim of a wheel, and set it in rapid 

motion, he was able, notwithstanding in a dark room, to 

obtain a representation of several lines of the print in the 

instant occupied by the flash of an electric spark. But, should 

the fact we have narrated be examined, it may be found that 

the electrical power can display far greater marvels than have 

yet been dreamt of. 

In a thunderstorm the clouds are mere non-electrics, or con 

dueling surfaces, positive with a negative sphere extending to 

the earth ; and the discharge, at a point from one large surface 

to another, is the lightning ; or the earth is negative, and the 

clouds correlatively positive. All bodies in the sphere of 

action are affected, and the stroke produces an extensive 

lateral action in all conductors, and affects all combinations of 

oxygen, &c., with weak affinities, such as beer, wine, &c, 
which require the protection of conductors. The cloud, the 

air, and the earth, resemble the zinc, fluid, and copper in a 

galvanic combination. The human body and all animal bodies 

are electrical, or galvanic combinations, and the excitement is 

the principle of vitality and energy. The surfaces positively 
excited are those of the lungs and the skin. The lungs fix 

oxygen and arc positive, while the skin fixes an equivalent, 
and is negative. The circulations and secretions are inter-, 

mediate results, and the action of the heart arises from the 

proximity of positive arterial blood with the negative venous 

blood. The action exhausts itself, as it ought, in the system. 
Crosse enumerates the following circumstances which 

increase atmospherical electricity ;? 

1. Regular thunderclouds. 2. A driving fog and small 

rain. 3. Snow, or brisk hail, 4. A shower on a hot day. 5. 

Hot weather after wet, and wet after dry. 6. Clear weather, 
hot or frosty. 7. A cloudy sky. 8. A mottled sky. 9. 

Sultry and hazy weather. 10. A cold damp night. 11. North 

cast winds. 

JACQUES CAETIER IN CANADA. 
BY JOHN BONNER. 

Autumn was approaching as three small vessels rounded the 

cape which has since been named Point Levi, and came in 

sight of the bluff peak on which Quebec now stands. They 
were Frenchmen,?a sturdy band of sailors, equally prepared 
to face the terrors of the climate, or the fury of the savages,? 

< well disciplined, and having full faith in their commander, 

Jacques Cartier, whose flag floated from the mizen of La Grande 

Hermine. Some of them had undertaken the voyage from a 

reckless spirit of adventure ; others, because the narrow 

minded police of France interfered materially with their com 

fort at home ; one or two from a vague hope of gain, and as 

many from disappointed love. There were several gentlemen 
of good old Breton blood among the number, eager to verify 
the marvellous stories which Cartier had told of his first 

voyage. On the deck of the Grande Hermine stood Pwaoul de 

Mornac, as brave a Breton as ever trod a plank. On him the 

grandeur of the scene was lost ; he gazed listlessly at the bold 

peak of Stadacona, the gloomy forests of pine and fir stretching 
as far as the eye could reach, the mighty river rolling slowly 
between the cliffs, and the silver line traced down the precipice 

by the falls of Montmorenci. For, though the perils of the 

sea and the arduous nature of his duties had for a time diverted 

his thoughts from the past, the sight of land had recalled to 

his mind with a painful freshness his native Brittany, the 

terrible image of a father's curse, and his broken-hearted 

Marie. She is no doubt by this time, thought he, another's 

bride. Beside him, a rough weather-beaten face, with rece 

ding forehead and protruding teeth, stood in bold contrast ; a 

sad reprobate, in truth, was Jean Truchy, and well it was for 

him that Cartier waived his scruples to his forbidding physi 

ognomy, and enrolled him among his crew. Lost in rapture 
at the novelty and grandeur of the scene, Ernest de Mony, 

nephew of Cartier's protector, and a welcome guest at the 

court of Francis I., had forgotten everything he had sworn to 

remember, even the cross hung round his neck by his devout 

mother, and the diamond ring which the beautiful Duchesse 

de Livray had, with many a prayer and many a tear, placed 
on his finger, as he tore himself from her arms. Here stood a 

reputed son of Louis XII., endowed with all the mildness and 

fain?antise of his father; he was no willing sharer in the toils 

of the voyage, but high birth, even when tarnished by the bar 

of bastardy, often involves heavy penalties. On the deck of 

La Petite Hermine, two brothers, natives of Normandy, looked 

heavily over the side, seemingly engrossed in their thoughts. 
Ruin had overtaken the house ; their father, the old Marquis 

d'Evreux, had poured all his wealth into the royal coffers 

after the disaster at Pavia ; and, as not unfrequently happened 
in those days, prosperity effaced all recollection of the service 

in the royal mind, and the old man died a beggar, leaving 
his sons houseless with a great name. Nor did the Emerillon 

bear less noble sailors among her crew. Her commander, 

Guillaume le Breton, owned a pedigree, and descended, if he 

was to be believed, from th.2 oldest house in the Province. 

The second in command was a Proven?al, a man of immense 

bodily strength, imperturbable good temper, and a love for 

music which had frequently jeopardised the friendly relations 

existing between himself and his captain. Marc Jalobert, 
whom we ought to have mentioned before, commanded La 

Petite Hermine ; he was, like Cartier, a mere sailor from St. 

Malo, but infinitely superior, in point of experience and judg 

ment, to the nobles who served under his orders. The rest of 

the crew?amounting altogether to 110 men?were, as we said, 
a heterogeneous assemblage. Vice and depravity were stamped 
on as many faces as youthful ardour and enterprise. Men who 

had murdered their rivals, who had fled their creditors, who 

had held office as farmers of the revenue and tampered with 

the funds entrusted to their care, had smuggled themselves 

on board the vessels. One trait of character?and one only, 

perhaps?was common to all; and that was an unquestioning 
faith in religion. The most hardened criminal of the band had 

listened with devout awe to the pious prayer of the Bishop of 

Malo, as he implored the blessing of God and St. Mary on the 

daring mariners. 

Such were the first Europeans who ascended the Saint Law 

rence. Cartier, their leader, had already made one successful 

voyage to America, and carried home, from the territory bor 

dering on the gulf, two of the natives, whom he called Taigno 

agny and Domagaia. Stimulated by his own ambition, and 

encouraged by the representations of. these Indians, he had 

resolved to endeavour to penetrate the continent by sailing up 

the great river he had named St. Laurent; and, through the 

support of Admiral Chabot and Charles de Mony, Seignior of 

Meilleraie, had succeeded in obtaining an armament of three 

vessels from the king. With these, well equipped and manned, 

he sailed from St. Malo on 19th May, 1535, reached the coast 

of America about the close of July, and slowly ascended the 

stream. As soon as he reached the Saguenay River, he began 
to hold intercourse with the inhabitants through his native - 

interpreters, and received on every side marks of goodwill and 

kindness. While he lay at anchor some twenty miles below 

Quebec, the Agouhanna, or chief of the country, named Don 

nacona, visited him with twelve canoes, and presented the 

travellers with fruit, fish, and bark. So high was the chief's 

consideration for Cartier, indeed, that on parting from his dis-, 

tinguished visitor, the French sailor was requested to suffer his 

arm to be kissed, in Indian fashion. Thus pleasantly occupied 

in a reciprocal interchange of civilities with the Indians, the 

expedition were overtaken by symptoms of the approach of 

winter before they had thought of preparing for their return., 

Some were terrified at the stories which were told of jthe rigour, 

of the climate ; others, among whom the gentlemen were fore 

most, rather relished the idea of the new sensation of extreme 
' 

cold; the Indians were loath to part with thvir new friends ; 

and, after mature deliberation, Cartier resolved on wintering; 
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